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William T Ziemba :Selected Recent Books





Our Journey

• Introductions: WTZ and Wilmott/CQF
• Stochastic optimization with recourse
• How to find an edge in investing and 

“gambling”
• Know where you are going
• Importance of applied research 
• Great Investors
• How to bet with the edge: anomalies, 

execution risk, scaling



Stochastic Optimization
• Core approach was stochastic optimization and 

scenario modelling with recourse.  Cases 
included energy, Concorde and many 
investment themes including Portfolio 
optimization for individual strategies, pension 
funds etc. 

• Russell Yasuda Model: multistage stochastic 
linear programming replaced static mean-variance 
model to better align interests and assess 

• Uses discrete distribution scenario generation 
processes for uncertain parameters, infinite- horizon 
end-effects, and several algorithms to solve for the 
best solutions.

• improved Yasuda-Kasai ’s financial planning process. 

• Similar if simpler approach used for Innovest
(Austria) and others. 



Finding an Edge: Gambling/Investment Spectrum

• WTZ believed that as long as you 
had an edge it was investing not 
gambling per se. 

• Stochastic optimization with 
recourse. Equity markets and 
betting markets provided 
opportunities to adjust and hedge 
bets. Others like lotteries or horse 
racing only had one go. 

• Strong commitment to applied 
research. 



Finding an Edge: Horseracing and Favorite Long-Shot Bias
• Like other investment models one 

can create factor models and 
refine. Factors can include dosage, 
trainers and quality. 

• Work with Don Hausch identified 
a Dr Z system bet that leveraged 
“wisdom of crowds” but took 
advantage of underbetting on 
quality horses to place and show.

• Similar to favorite-longshot bias 
also proven in sports betting.

• Proximity to race time provides 
informational value. 

• You only have to make one 
decision – getting in!

• Other exotic bets also use 
favorite/long-shot bias



Finding an Edge: Lotteries and Sports Betting
• Need to differentiate from lotteries 

that are just game of chance 
(scratch tickets) versus those where 
one can have an edge. 
• Unpopular numbers give you a 

better chance of payoff. 
• those based on sports odds may 

have an edge. 
• ill-thought out rules may provide 

opportunities. 
• Lotteries only have one iteration, 

sports betting and pools may have 
many. 



Anomalies: Turn of Year
• Anomalies help you become a great investor, 

both helping you take advantage of 
inefficiencies and avoiding potential pitfalls.

• Small cap stocks to outperform large cap in 
the month of January. 

• Overtime this shifted and began in
December, perhaps due to more players of 
this trend and it is no longer as persistent. 

• January Barometer – performance in January 
as a driver for rest of year. Based on data 
from 1940-2021
• positive results in January have high 

likelihood of positive returns for years. 
• Negative January is more ambiguous and 

about half percentage
• Sell in May… continues to hold value 

including in many global markets. 



Other calendar anomalies

Turn of Month: Calendar anomalies with excess returns occur for various reasons 
• Cash flows such as funds arriving at the turn of the month
• Institutional policies such a buying stocks at the turn of the month,
• Behavioral biases such as mispriced options 

• The anomalies better for the small caps and often these trades are best over a longer period of days 

• The effects are VIX dependent and are less reliable with higher VIX 
• Ziegler-Ziemba rates of return from buying and selling puts and calls on the S&P500 hedged and 

unhedged in bullish, bearish and average markets. This advantage is best in low or high risk VIX markets 
and much more dangerous in medium VIX markets 

• To trade these anomalies you do the research to determine what you think will happen, then you enter 
trades and exit well. You may need to consider how different anomalies reinforce or counteract each 
other

• Easter? Ramadan? Other seasonal trends. Evidence mixed? 



Election and other event driven anomalies
Studies of presidential election effect
• Small caps do better with Democratic 

presidents and bonds and large caps do 
better with Republicans. 

• Work w Hensel - small caps under Democrats and 
long large caps or intermediate bonds with 
Republicans produced twenty times final wealth 
from 1942-1997 compared to a 60-40 stock-bond 
mix 

• Results ambiguous under Trump. Trump did 
not fall really into either party 
“announcement effect” added confusion to 
the markets. 

• Some signs of this with Biden victory - huge 
small cap move on November 9, 2020 
• S&P500 rose 100+ points, closed up 40 
• move out of bonds, money market 

funds, technology + Covid-19 stocks into 
small caps



Crash models: Signal to Get Out
• Inspired by in Japan, but adapted to other markets. 
• Bond Stock equity yield model: warning sign When 

the difference between long bonds and the 
reciprocal of the price-earnings ratio (earnings yield) 
becomes  too high 

• In April of 1989, Japanese BSEYD was the furthest in 
the danger zone since 1948. Following year fell 56%

• Updated for other markets

• Apple Paper on optimal strategies and exit signals. 
• Also Nikkei Put options – arbitraged overpriced dollar 

puts vs domestic yen puts. Winning strategy before 
Japan crash. 



Kelly Criterion: How to Scale your Bets

• Kelly criterion aims to maximize LR growth by
maximizing expected utility with logarithmic utility 
function. Can maximize outcome if assumed return 
accurate and lead to higher returns

• But in smaller number of cases can lead to losses. 

• Can use fraction of the Kelly bet to lower the bet 
size and reduce risk, - negative power utility 
function. These fractional Kelly bets are a mixture 
of cash and the full Kelly bet. 

• For horse racing individual bets seen as part of 
infinite series of bets so Kelly betting gave best 
returns. 



Do not Overbet

• Determine in advance the bad scenarios that could 
occur and how much you will lose in each. 

• true size of an active bet constantly changes based 
on the hedge ratio. Small derivative position fully 
risk controlled can turn quickly into a large 
position  -> overbetting. Risk position of the 
portfolio is constantly changing so need risk 
control method that keeps up.  

• This is challenging to do in practice.
• Studied cases (amaranth, LTCM etc)



Hints for Investing
1. Only bet when you have an edge. 

2. Those who win on every trade are losers or liars.

3. Know what you expect to gain from a trade before you enter.

4. Do your research.

5. Truly diversify.

6. Do not over bet.

7. Evaluate the impact of all scenarios.

8. Have deep pockets.

9. Accept small losses.

10. Follow a risk control system.


